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Franklin Virtual High School Offers Variety of Courses

Chris Ormiston, RLI April 03, 2014

Virtual high schools have much more to offer than general education
certification. They can also be a great place to get prepared for college or to earn
a high school diploma.

(Newswire.net -- April 3, 2014) Tallahassee, Florida -- Franklin Virtual High School,
regarded as one of the best online schools at
http://www.franklinvirtualschools.com/pricing in the United States, does indeed help
non-traditional students (defined as any student who has not completed their high

school education in stereotypical time parameters for any number of reasons) complete their high school education
and help them increase their likelihood of being hired or attending a university.

 

However, Franklin Virtual High School, or FVHS, does much more than that with seven differing programs. Their first
program is targeted toward those students who are over the age of eighteen and wish to complete their education on a
"fast track." In this program, students are able to pay per module and finish their GED as quickly as they do so
desire. The second program is designed for students under the age of eighteen. This is a more scheduled online
course which students can complete on their own time under certain time restrictions. Summer school is the third
program offered from this accredited online school at http://www.franklinvirtualschools.com/Accreditation, and its
purpose is to be a resource for students who are still in high school and wish to continue along in a traditional route
but may have failed a particular course due to illness or any other reason.

 

The fourth program FVHS offers is a test study course for SATs and ACTs so that students who have either already
completed their high school education or students who have completed their education via distance learning at
http://www.franklinvirtualschools.com/accelerated can gain access to helpful test preparation materials. Program five
is another test preparation program, but its design is to help graduates study for their final GED test. A resume
builder is program six. It is an ingenious tool and resource for these newly graduated folk to help them construct a
professional resume. Finally, program seven is another test preparation tool for students who wish to become part of
the military and wish to find help studying for the ASVAB test.
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